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The Asus VivoTab Note 8 is one of a growing number of Windows 8.1 devices appearing on store shelves, illustrating new interest in smaller tablets driven by iPad mini and Kindle. The growing category of tweener tablets offers consumers and business customers an alternative to larger and heavier, full-size windows tablets. Although I don't particularly like
the long name VivoTab Note 8, the 8-inch tablet is surprisingly decent for this class of cheap products. It provides users with a device that allows them to comfortably surf the web while standing or sitting, watching streaming videos, listening to music, playing games or reading a book. A small, lightweight product also serves as a convenient unit for sending
and receiving e-mail or creating some data in a pinch. However, the feature that distinguishes it from other mid-range Windows tablets is its Wacom digitizer and stylus, so this device is designed for one-handed taking notes. Build and Design The Asus VivoTab Note 8 is like any other tablet of its class: lightweight and inexpensive. Although keeping the
tablets in vertical mode is a little big for my small hand, it will work for many users with larger hands. To comfortably hold the device, the tablet rests on your palm as your fingers wrap slightly around the edge of the tablet for added stability and support. However, while the adhesion was a nice touch, the seams between the screen and the substrate felt
strange after holding the device for a while. The tablet measures 8.7 x 5.3 x 0.43 inches and weighs just under 1 lb. All in all, I was pleasantly surprised by the solid build and design of the Asus VivoTab Note 8. There's no cheesy plastic feel marked by other competing cheap tablets and it's better than I expected. The tablet doesn't have a nice bulge surface
like the Dell Venue Pro 8, but it includes a soft, adhesion back with tablet length to reduce slip and hand-holding fatigue. However, like other tablets other than the Surface Pro 2, there is no integrated kickstand. I often found myself looking for any object to support the pill and avoid arm fatigue. The VivoTab Note 8 display has a multi-touch IPS display with an
8-inch 1280×800 pixel (WXGA) rear-lighting display. The cool display showed surprisingly clear text and graphics for the $330 device. If you plan to give kids a tablet to watch videos and listen to music, they'll be happy with the sharp video. Indeed, watching the animated HD trailer for How to Train Your Dragon 2, the video was incredibly sharp for the flashy
device and could be seen at different angles. However, when comparing the animated trailer shown on the iPhone 5, the colors were richer and truer on the smartphone. Keys and connectors The product includes a single micro-USB port, which power adapter, one headphone audio/microphone port and one microSD card reader slot. The power key is
located in the upper-right position of the device when held vertically, with the volume keys just below. I'd like to see a brighter light or a better indicator that the tablet's power supply started, because it was hard to see the light with the illumination on the button when the tablet was powered. The sensitivity for the power button was boring. Many times I have
discovered that I have had to try countless times to turn on the tablet after it has been turned off. Trick? Hold down the power key for a few seconds until you see the screen lit up with the Asus logo. The home button for the device's home screen is located in the upper upper corner. I like the separate button because there was no danger of accidentally
pressing the start screen logo on the front of the tablet. The button responded to switching devices back and forth from the last app to the Home screen. However, since I used Microsoft Surface Pro 2 as an accompanying working machine, I'm used to tapping the logo on the Surface Pro 2 to navigate to the Home screen. I had to train myself not to touch the
Asus label on the front of the VivoTab Note 8. For users who first had experience with a Tablet Windows 8 is an Asus tablet, this should not be a problem. The micro-USB adapter port stays away from the time the tablet is in vertical or horizontal mode. This is important especially if someone is using the case cover and don't want to remove it when the device
is turned on or if you're reading an e-book or watching a video in landscape mode. The device also comes with several sensors, including those for ambient light, compass, gyroscope and G-sensor for accelerometer. The Asus VivoTab Note 8 speakers are located at the back of the unit above the camera lens when held vertically. Expected in a device of this
size and price bracket, the speakers were adequate for music and video. They weren't as tinny as some tablet speakers, but, of course, plugging in headphones made a world of difference. In fact, watching the Transformers: Age of Extinction and Edge of Tomorrow trailers on YouTube was almost like sitting directly in a movie theater with surround sound.
The sound quality illustrated by the constant explosions was much better than I expected. Asus has done a good job of incorporating sound technology to give users a decent quality experience by incorporating their SonicMaster technology into sound. SonicMaster is certified by bang &amp; olufsen audio power plant and is included in Asus laptops. I'm
having fun in the shops just looking at different types of tablet cases. It's like looking for a pair of black shoes. There is never only one real black shoe for all the outfit combinations, nor is it always one real notebook or tablet bag. The good news is that because the tablet is an 8-inch unit, there are already numerous third-party choices for cases with stalls and
those without, smart cover cases, sleeves and other styles of major brand suppliers such as CaseMate, Case-Logic and others. The Asus offers a $30 Versa sleeve, integrated case and stand for the Asus VivoTab Note 8. The Asus Vivo TransSleeve cover sells for $49 and TransSleeve Cover and Keyboard for $130. All are listed in the Microsoft Online
Store. Other third-party Bluetooth keyboards can also be purchased separately - one of them is an absolute necessity for those planning to create content with their device. We're just getting started. Page 2 covers the performance and scales of the Asus VivoTab Note 8. Page 2Performance In the core of the Asus VivoTab Note 8 there is an Intel Atom chip
with a quad-core Z3740, 1.86Ghz. Processor. The tablet includes 2GB of RAM and 32GB or 64GB of eMMC flash storage. You can add more storage capacity via microSD card, or this device comes with one year of free unlimited access to Asus' own online cloud backup service called 'Asus WebStorage'. However, I doubt that with Microsoft's OneDrive and
many end users already using online cloud storage services such as DropBox, Google Drive, etc., it's a feature nice to have, but it won't be what attracts customers to an 8-inch tablet. For this, the Microsoft Office Home &amp; Student edition is more compelling, especially for the business consumer. While I was surfing the web, there didn't seem to be any
particular performance issues. It was a pleasant experience to read websites on a sharp screen, read a book and watch streaming videos on your device. The only hang up came from a slow wireless connection that occasionally affected streaming and surfing functions. Benchmarks wPrime processor comparisons (lower ratings mean better performance):
PCMark 7 measures overall system performance (higher scores mean better performance): 3DMark 11 is a benchmark that measures overall performance of video cards for gaming (higher scores mean better performance): Stylus Asus sells this tablet as a one-handed taker note, which highlights one of its differential features: turning on the Wacom
pressure-sensitive screen and pens. Integrating your pen into your device is better than a Microsoft Surface Pro pen, which adheres externally to a special magnetic port. We're less likely to lose a Wacom stylus. Windows comes with Microsoft's OneNote, a powerful note-writing app that supports handwriting recognition and keyboard. Using a pen to write
notes in OneNote can be used as a substitute for a paper notebook. I was impressed that OneNote could decipher and translate my chicken scratch print and italic handwriting. The VivoTab stylus measures just under 5 inches, and is quite long for average hands. However, the doodles in the TPCR had problems with the notes for more than a few minutes,
due to the strain of the hands caused by the thin and light build of the pencil. It's a compromise for a stick that can be docked, but the Surface Pro pen is about half an inch longer, heavier and thicker and easier to secure in your hand, making it a comfortable option. The Surface Pro pen is also active at both ends, and the blunt end doubles as an eraser. The
Surface Pro also has better pressure sensitivity, offering users much more control. The good news is that the VivoTab pen works with the Pro and Pro pen works well with the VivoTab pen. Those planning excessive VivoTab ink should consider taking over the Pro pen, which Microsoft sells for $30. And why wouldn't anyone want to over-ink? VivoTab's
luminous material and relatively wide screen frame make for an excellent portable note-recording device. The Software In the Asus Box includes an activation key for the Microsoft Office Home &amp; Student 2013 edition. If business users want a full Office 365, Microsoft includes an Office app to sign in to free app trial sign-in or enter activation key code.
The included version of Office is particularly attractive not only for consumers, but also for business customers who might want to create data lightly or manipulate it without the need for a larger and heavier tablet or laptop. The product also comes with the Microsoft Windows MovieMaker app, which has good intentions for consumers, but is a poor
implementation for 8-inch touchscreen devices. It is not a Windows 8 touch-first application and when the program starts, it goes directly into classic desktop mode. Trying to make a movie with a pen and a small screen is not easy. It would be better to connect to a particular app in the Windows Store or have an Asus partner with a third party and pre-install it
on a tablet as a way to make its product different. I would like asus to include windows 8 tutorial because for some, this device can be an introduction to the new Moderm / Metro interface. As we all know, the radical interface has caused difficulties for many users switching from a classic desktop to a new modern look, and a lesson from Windows 8 would be
useful. The Asus VivoTab Note 8 comes with a 1.26MP front camera and a 5MP rear camera, with 720p video recording. The camera is no different from other competing devices in its class such as the Dell Venue Pro 8. Unfortunately, I was disappointed by the grainy quality of indoor photos and videos. There is also no flash to help with indoor image
lighting. Daily outdoor photos and videos were appropriate because there was enough light to capture pictures and videos. The device is used in but users are most likely to head to their smartphones or real digital cameras and video recorders to capture the moment for better memories. Battery Product includes a battery of 15.5W, and Asus says it has a
battery life of about 8 hours. The tablet is significantly shorter in our benchmark test: about 4.5 hours. The PowerMark test consists of a combination of automated web browsing, text processing, playback, and video playload. Don't stop now, page 3 sums up our conclusions about the Asus VivoTab Note 8. &lt;!–pagetitle:Asus VivoTab Note 8: Performance –
&gt; Page 3Conclusion The Asus VivoTab Note 8 is one of a number of cheap Windows 8.x tablets coming on to the market. In its current iteration, the device represents a solid product for consumer consumption or as a business unit for workers to read and respond to emails, surf the web or read documents while traveling to work or travel. However, I
would recommend buying an additional Bluetooth keyboard, because typing on the screen in vertical or landscape mode is too difficult, especially for those with larger fingers. Retail products for $330 for a 32GB version and $380 for a 64 GB unit in the Microsoft Store. It costs slightly more than a comparable Lenovo Miix 2 8-inch touchscreen, which charges
for $300 in a Microsoft store. The product also competes with the $300 Dell Venue 8 Pro, although Microsoft currently sells the Dell tablet for $230. Pros: Lightweight Wacom digitized stylus Soft-touch back Cheap cons: Below average battery life Camera quality barely average Bottom Line: The Asus VivoTab Note 8 has a good view outside the door as a
unit for content consumption for web surfing, book reading and video viewing, and its stylus and touch-sensetive display makes it better than the avarage option for taking notes. &lt;!–pagetitle:Asus VivoTab Note 8: Conclusion – Conclusion – &gt; – &gt;
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